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(MIXED). Piano solo arrangements of 28 familiar Williams themes, including: Star Wars (Main
Theme) * Theme from E.T. (The Extra Terrestrial) * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) *
Theme from Jaws * Theme from Jurassic Park * Olympic Fanfare and Theme * Raiders March *
Theme from Schindler's List * Somewhere in My Memory * Summon the Heroes * and more.

From the PublisherThe many moods of George Gershwin are featured in this volume which
includes classic ballads like The Man I Love * That Certain Feeling plus favorites like It Ain't
Necessarily So * 'S Wonderful * Fascinating Rhythm * High Hat and many more. 216 pages in all.
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Hans Zimmer Collection: Piano Solo & Piano/Vocal



Burton, OH, “Nice arrangements. Nice selection of songs. I would place the difficulty level at
upper intermediate for some and early advanced for others. The only thing I am unhappy with is
that it is very difficult to keep the book open. I saw some other people mention this as well. It
takes a heavy book on each side to keep open. I sometimes just make copies of a song I'm
working on so I don't have to mess with it.”

Peter Gunder, “Pretty good. I like music to be as close to the original as possible. I found this
piano transcription did a decent job overall. I purchased this to help me study some of Williams
orchestration (chord structure) with out having to figure out all the chords by ear. It's a very good
'skeleton' for these purposes. For pianist who love John Williams, I don't know of any other
books that will give you a collection like this.”

Queen Anne, “Great collection of songs.. I bought this as a gift. The recipient seems to really like
it. I can't really say more about it than that.”

Travis Payne, “Excellent sheet music of John Williams. Great book for any john Williams
enthusiests. Sheet music is close to original works and done very nicely. Somewhere in my
memory is awesome as well as the Indiana jones theme and superman, highly recommended!”

T. Chong, “Great Gift!. I bought if for my piano student, and he loves it! He's a huge fan of John
Williams.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful!! A+++++. Boook was in GREAT shape, super super super
fast shipping. Wonderful seller. Buy from this person! Thank you so much! We used one of the
songs as a joke in our wedding (Indianna Jones theme song... I'm an Archaeologist) and people
LOVED it!  Thanks for helping to make our special day even better!A+++++”

Savvy Mom, “Great Book. Every great theme song he ever wrote. Love this book. Has chord
charts and is easy to follow.”

Elizabeth M., “Good value and a wide variety of songs. Old favorites as well less expected
songs. Fun to play and somewhat difficult, but not too bad. A tribute to a prolific song writer.”

L. M. Prado, “really good book. I find this book really good.Advice for beginners. It's a little
difficult. I think it's for intermediate-low, but for beginners it's a little frustrating.I warn you.The
songs are good. ET, Jurassic Park, Two from Indiana Jones, and many others from the Olympics
and other films. Really interesting.”



Vanda Soton, “As described.. Unfortunately I have already got some of these in other books but
I was aware of this having read an earlier review with a contents list. Generally a good collection
and fine for Grade 5 and above.”

Foveo Salopia, “Really good. Only small criticism is that a few of .... Really good. Only small
criticism is that a few of the pieces are not so clearly copied. So some of the more complex
sections are a little blurry but this is not a major problem. Very satisfied.”

Doc we Love, “Five Stars. My son likes this book”

The book by John Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 33 people have provided feedback.
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